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Abstract: The main aim of the proposed study is to develop a hybrid temporal model that provides learning
pattern for classifying the temporal data. These results are unusual, which is in contrast with the Hidden Markov
Models (HMM). The system is evaluated in terms of the capabilities of a hybrid learning algorithm, which is
applied over the temporal data. Performance of the hybrid algorithm depends entirely on the dynamic data, which
is fed into the system. The data fitting is an important concern, to find, analyse and predict the future instance.
Hence, the difficulty in making a hybrid algorithm to fit the dynamic data is increasing, however, the data fits in
better proportion over the expert system. An expensive research is required to build the required module for data
pre-processing, analyzing and prediction. Also comparing such systems’ performance with the conventional
schemes is required to prove its effectiveness. The study aims at developing a most generic artificial neural
network hybrid algorithm, which predicts well the stock market data without the knowledge of past outputs.
Hence, the end user does not trouble the recognition system and that is regarded as the virtues of soft computing
tools
Keywords: Hybrid Approach, real time data, hybrid temporal model, learning algorithm, stock market data
I. INTRODUCTION
The learning of temporal pattern requires the self-organizing network architecture, which corresponds to the
temporal patterns. The conventional temporal pattern recognition and neural network methods are considered as
better solutions for the temporal recognition problems. Most real-world considerations require a proper solution
using temporal pattern recognition. In a non-trivial environment, the temporal pattern recognition with neural
network pattern will provide solutions related to temporal information. The information is considered dynamic as
it enters the system for the purpose of processing and analysis. However, under relative time order, it is difficult to
process the temporal information in the incoming dynamic data. In several fields like robotics, speech recognition,
analyzing the situation and fusion of data, requires the use of temporal behaviour of the associated dynamic data.
During the use of non-temporal approach for pre-processing or for other block processing, the information lost is
considered expensive. Hence, the use of neural network approach for obtaining the temporal information to obtain
the data is considered effective.
The neural network to process the temporal information in the present study considers the incoming events as the
input data. The sequence of the events, (mostly the letter, abstracts, phonemes and objects) accepted by the system
over certain intervals of time is categorized specifically as sequence for the temporal data recognition system.
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The temporal data recognition system uses Gaussian classification process, which signifies the temporal data
statistics. Here, the temporal data recognition system uses neural network learning scheme with mean and covariance factors, which updates the self-formation classes. When the system finds the temporal sequences in the
presence of noisy environment and the output with Gaussian distance measurement for the stored data sequence,
hence, an analog measure is chosen to provide the solution using closeness fit for the present recognized temporal
patterns. Also, the temporal system with neural network learning identifies well the temporal sequence, even in
the presence of missing entities and unordered sequences. Further, the system can be used well as a prediction
abled system, which realizes the length of each sequence before the introduction of entire sequence. This leads to
multi-dimensional distance measurement using Gaussian distribution [1].
1.1.1 Temporal Patterns
The capability of understanding the environment is an important characteristic in an indefinite intelligence search
pattern, which is not administrated through static temporal recognition pattern. The occurrence of events is more
important than the individual events, whatever may be the event is, and it is follow the order of the events. The
dimensions over the timing patterns allow the access to information, which is related to its present situation, past
events and future expectation. The capacity of incorporating the time into temporal information process is an
essential ability for the temporal recognition of the order of events, understanding its cause and effect and making
better planning and predictions [1]. The capability of recognizing the identifying the sequences is an important
consideration for multiple tasks, which are involved in vision and audition process. Here, the sequence may consist
of phonemes stream, letters typed or movie frames. Upon completion of the preprocessing task, the members of
each temporal sequence are recognized and there occurs the shifting of the task. Followed by this is the processing
task, which is concerned in finding the known sequences and they are characterized by the input of the system.
The answer depends purely on the context of received input data and the system should return the sequences,
which represents the confidence rating or the matching similarity between the input and the recognized
sequences [1]. The main task is recognizing the required sequences, which are present in an order. However, there
is a possibility of the occurrence of the errors, which is due to fluctuations in the input data with variable
environmental conditions. Even in the presence of error, the system must handle the order of the sequence in an
effective manner to deal with such ambiguities in temporal recognition pattern [1].
1.1.2
Temporal Information System
The processing system of the temporal system consists of a multi-layer network architecture that varies distinctly
from conventional artificial neural network models. Here, the neural network organizes the temporal learning
phase and develops the categories of Gaussian distribution for the learnt sequences. The Gaussian categories are
represented in the form of single nodes in a particular level, which depends on the level of activation in a field.
When the input stimuli arrives the information system, the decay factor is experienced by the field, which provides
the ordering of the activation nodes based on its input time [3]. The temporal system or the Gaussian classifier
mainly provides support to process the stimuli of the static inputs through the combination of temporal decay and
mean and covariance factors [2], which obtains to represent the input patterns statistics and categories update
statistics. Hence, the system tires to classify the representation of the input stimuli, which is very far from the
conventional category of the temporal recognition pattern. When the system fails such pattern, the new category
of sequences is collected from the present sequences. The available categories are available in parallel and
independent form to perform distance measurement with a novel input. This further determines the better
categorizations over the new input samples [1]. The Gaussian classification is utilized to achieve the process of
unsupervised input sequence partitioning. Here, the individual nodes have multi-dimensional Gaussian activation
function, which is adapted better with the input data using its mean and covariance matrix. The data statistics of
the system is learnt and that represents the data as a sum of multi-dimensional normal distributions. However, the
individual inputs are represented as a dissimilar class, where the individual nodes’acquires the data to produces
the Voronoi classifier. In other cases, the entire points are classified as a single input and that fits the normal
distribution, where the input adheres to the mean and covariance of the system and output fits the normal
distribution [1].
II. TEMPORAL DATA MINING
The temporal data mining is considered as the process of knowledge discovery from the temporal databases,
which possess dynamic data and that count the temporal patterns over the temporal data. Here, any nature
inspired algorithm especially neural networks counts the temporal patterns and fits the temporal data to form a
mining algorithm [4]. The objective of the temporal data mining is to discover the proper temporal patterns,
sudden trends or hidden relations over the sequential data. Here, temporal sequences refer to the nominal
symbols from the alphabet and the time series is represented by the continuous real-valued elements ‘sequence.
This is obtained as a combination of technique through the process of machined learning, database technology and
statistics. The temporal mining or data classification consists of three major categories that include:
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 Representation of the temporal input data
 Definition of the similarity measurement, and finally
 The mining tasks.
2.1 TEMPORAL DATA REPRESENTATION
The temporal data representation here refers to the effective way of representing the temporal data before the
process of mining. This is classified into three major approaches, namely:
 Time domain representation,
 Transformation representation, and
 Generative model representation.
2.1.1 Time Domain Representation
The time domain representation is the simple method, which represents the minimal computation of the required
temporal data. This is placed in either in the original temporal form for the given data or it is segmented into
several parts to form temporal sequences. Here, the occurrence of the original temporal form is represented in
time domain representation and the segmented temporal patterns are represented using linear function. The time
domain application provides easier approach, since; implementation is an easier task without the loss of temporal
information. On the other hand, it poses heavy demand on higher computation resource and power for mining the
required input data. This is considered infeasible in case of real-world problems that consists of large volume of
temporal data with high dimensionality
2.1.2Transformation based Representation
The transformation domain representation is typically a process of transferring into representation space, the
temporal data. The features contain the discriminatory information, which are extracted and processed for
representing it in a temporal data form. However, in general the transformation domain representation is
categorized into two, they are:
 Piecewise representation domain
 Global representation domain.
The piecewise representation refers to the temporal data partitioning into segments at a certain critical points.
The critical points are chosen based on various criteria, where each segment is modelled into a precise
representation. The representation of segments constitutes and forms piecewise data representation. Some of
them includes: adaptive piecewise constant approximation [5] and curvature-based principal component analysis
segments [6]. The global representation domain is modelled using the temporal data through the basis function
set. The temporal coefficients available in the parametric space refer to the representation of the temporal data in
a global manner. This is used to reconstruct approximately, the temporal data. Some of the commonly used
representations include:
 POLYNOMIAL/SPLINE CURVE FITTING [7, 8],
 DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORMS (DFTS) [9]
 DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORMS (DWTS) [10].
The main advantage related to transformation representations reduces the high dimensional temporal data in
order to attain uniformity in lower dimensional feature space. This significantly helps in improving the
computational efficiency of the system. However, it is realized that none of the representation could cater perfectly
the needs of different temporal data set and each representations capture the limited characters, which is acquired
from temporal data set [11-13].
2.2.1.1 PIECEWISE Local Statistics
The piecewise local statistics is inspired by the speech signal processing, motifs in time series [4], and bit-level
time series representation [14]. The piecewise local statistics analysis uses window-based time series statistics.
Initially, the fixed window size is used to block the time series data into a group of segments. The individual
segments uses 1storder and 2ndorder statistics for estimating the features of the segment set. Hence, the segment
‘n’ with its local statistics, having its mean n and standard deviation (SD) n for each observation is calculated by
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Where,| W| denotes the window size.
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The time series piecewise distribution uses PLS representation with a fixed number of dimensions is created with
the set of notations belonging to the features of local statistics for all the given segments. Here, the estimate is
affected at the destination of the time series, since the window is made delimited. Hence, the PLS representation is
considered as an extension of [15], which uses 1storder statistics.
2.2.1.2 Piecewise Discrete Wavelet Transform
The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is considered as an efficient tool for multi-scale analysis. Similar to the



T



pre-processing procedure in the PLS, the time series x  t 

t 1

with the |W|, window size is blocked into segment

set. The local information in the multi-scale wavelet analysis is acquired with the use of Daubechies wavelets over
each segment set. This acquires the information accurately during the multi-scale analysis. Consider nth segment
with level ‘J’, multi-scale analysis is carried out by applying DWT and that leads to the Piecewise DWT
representation under its collective coefficients.
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The decomposition of each segment in DWT time series analysis at different levels is carried out with the low- and
J

high-pass filters. At jthlevel, 2-j |W| coefficients encodes the entire information using H of high-pass filters. While,
J

coarse information is acquired using  L of the low-pass filters.
2.2.1.3 Polynomial Curve Fitting
The main aim of the polynomial curve fitting procedure finds the derivations related to the signals, which is
influenced less by the noises. Least-square approximation or least-squares polynomial is the most common
approach that finds the best coefficients that fits well with the sequential data. The coefficients belong to the
polynomial equations and the time series model makes an appropriate fit with parametric polynomial function
[16].
1.3
x  t    P t P   P 1t P 1  ...  1t   0
Here,p (p= 0,1,…,P) is considered as the best polynomial coefficient of order p. Generally, polynomial coefficient
belonging to the 4th order performs well as per the studies. However, the coefficients from the higher order
perform in a lower order without any significant improvement. Here, the most appropriate fit is carried out with
the least square error minimization function that takes into account the points from the sequential time series.
Further it considers the given order polynomial order w.r.t. p (p = 0,1,…,P). Here, the entire coefficients are
obtained through the process of optimization using PCF representation, which is a location based time series
global representation with the points in sequential series. The time series complex structure accounts for abrupt
changes in a larger manner with the points, observed. Hence, the appropriate approximation is carried out with
high order polynomial curve. Other main disadvantage of PCF function is that, it is unable to retrieve the local
information, which is essentially important for accurate approximation.
2.2.1.4. Discrete Fourier Transform
The PCF representation contains the generic time series information to analyse the time domain trajectory. Yet, the
Fourier transform provides greater decomposition of the time series data in the frequency domain. The Fourier
series analysis is an effective mechanism to transform the sequence and functions of data elements into frequency
domain from its native time domain representation. The main advantage of analyzing the data sequence is that it
reveals the most important properties, which is not noticeable in the time domain representation. Fundamentally,
the Fourier transforms is divided into two types:
 Continuous Fourier Transform (CFT) and
 Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT).
The CFT aims to decompose the continuous waveform into a continuous component of frequency spectrum. The
inverse CFT synthesizes a continuous function from the frequency components spectrum. On contrary, the DFT
over discrete sample signal observes the discrete sequences from the time series. This observation is carried out
to represent the data in the form of temporal data representation. The DFT aims to map the sequential discrete
information from the observed time domain to the sequential discrete information in the frequency domain using
its related coefficients. The DFT is applied for the purpose of deriving the global time series representation in the
T

frequency domain [9]. The time series DFT  x  t 

t 1

attains the Fourier coefficients’ set:
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Where, k = 0,1,...,T-1
The robust representation is formed under noise with few top K coefficients agrees with the low frequencies,
where K<<T. The coefficients form the descriptor of the Fourier series. As of now top 16 coefficients that
corresponds to the lower frequency captures the utmost features of the frequency component, where necessary
improvements is not made by the DFT coefficients.
III. GENERATIVE REPRESENTATION
The generative model or generative representation is treated as a mixture of the models, where the temporal data
is obtained. Hence the temporal data obtained from the various models include:
 1storder Markov chain model
 Dynamic Bayesian networks model
 Hidden Markov Model and
 Autoregressive Moving Average Model
Hence, the temporal data with the relevant model parameters is represented as,
K

1.5

p  x |     wk p  x |  k 
k 1

Where,

K

  k k 1 denotes the model parameters (unknown), wk is the weighted coefficient with  wk  1 and

0  wk 1 K denotes the component model, which represents the total data set. Out of all regenerative model
representation techniques, Hidden Markov Model provides the better ability for acquiring the information related
to temporal features. The values of such features changes dynamically during the process of observation and this
satisfies the Markov property. Hence, the temporal data is represented as Hidden Markov Model and that depicts
the data as an unobservable stochastic process with finite states, which is related with other observable stochastic
process. Consider an observation is related with initial probability pj at the state j. The emission probability
emitted by the observation model is given as bj. Consider the next state I, which is selected as per the state
transition probability (aij) with emission probability bi generates a symbol. The entire process gets repeated until
the stopping criterion is reached. Here, the process of states during each event is eliminated and the process
outcomes produce sequence of events from the observable stochastic process. This is considered as the “hidden”
procedure and the parameters obtained from such process are considered as a triplet:
 = {p={pj}, A={aij}, B={bj}}
1.6
The emission probability of the continuous temporal data or time series data is defined in terms of multivariate
Gaussian distribution. However, the simulation used in the proposed study considers Hidden Markov Model as a
single Gaussian distribution. This is used as an emission function with b j 

 ,   and this reduces the cost of
2
j

j

computing the stock market datasets and avoids the over fitting problem with the limited data set.
Thus, for temporal data with emission probability, the observed data set is represented in the form of a Hidden
Markov Model set where the value of  varies from 1 to K. The model contains M states and observed data set is a
single Gaussian distributed element, where the component with parameters is shown below:
 Probability vector p (initial state) with M-dimensions
 State transition matrix A = MM
 Mean vector, varies from1 to M and
 Variance vector,  varies from1 to M
The applications related to Hidden Markov Model approaches three major problems, which are shown below:
a. Using the parameters ={p, A, B} and the probability p(x|) generates a specific set of observations
T

x  x  t t 1 , the problem associated with Hidden Markov Model approaches is solved using forward
algorithm and backward algorithm [17, 18].
b.

T

Using the parameters  = {p, A, B} and the hidden state generates a specific set of observations x   x  t 
t 1
, the problem associated with Hidden Markov Model approaches is solved using Viterbi algorithm [19,20].

c.

T

The most likely parameter from the observed sequence x   x  t  is solved with expectationt 1

maximization algorithm [21]. This model helps in achieving the solutions related to the problems of temporal
data.
The generative representation helps in identifying the data regularity and dependent nature of the dynamic
temporal data.
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However, this approach leads to higher computational cost due to severe mining operation over the temporal data.
This is because the temporal data is considered to appear in several models in a larger volume with high
dimensionality. Hence, this method is not applicable for the solutions of real world problems.
IV. SIMILARITY MEASURES
From the previous sections, the temporal data representation in appropriate manner is found. However, with rapid
temporal data, the similarity between the temporal data varies in the representation environment. This is
commonly referred as the similarity measurement between the temporal data. Multiple researches are carried out
to find the similarity measurement between varied mining patterns for the temporal data. However, the
relationship between the representative method and the similarity measurement is ruled by the data mining
objectives. Hence, the similarity measure for the temporal data instances are classified into three types [22],
namely,
 Time Similarity
 Shape Similarity and
 Change Similarity
4.1 Time Similarity
The main purpose of the similarity measurement is to measure the similarities between the observed two
different temporal data w.r.t to its timing intervals. This is achieved using Euclidean distance measurement over
the time domain or transformation representation over the temporal data instances. The Euclidean distance
measurement or correlation between the observed temporal data is used as a similarity measurement metric that
is constructed to classify the instances correctly. The iterative clustering procedure is carried out to identify the
sequence of the values with unique temporal data having similar length in the form of vector. Hence, the Euclidean
distance between the observed temporal pair is carried out. The clustering of the temporal data using neural
networks uses feature vector acquired from the unique temporal data. This method corresponds to the
transformation representation and calculates the Euclidean distance between the paired temporal vectors as part
from the original temporal data. Hence, the Euclidean distance between the temporal pairs is defined as:
D  x, y  
T

 x, y     x  y 

T




1

1.7

T

Where, x   x  t  and y   y  t  are the temporal data pair and T is the length of each pair.
t 1
t 1
4.2 Shape Similarity
The shape similarity is very similar to the timing similarity, where the main objective is to find the similarity
measurement between the two observed unique temporal data, which varies in speed or time and the common
part is observed at varied time is noted. The common pattern or similar sub-pattern refers to the common
observation at similar time instant in two different temporal datasets. The dynamic time warping achieves such
objective over different temporal data. This warping pattern aligns the temporal sequence pair i.e. it aligns the
time series pattern follows the path of warping. This distance metric reduces the usage of Euclidean distance
T

L

K

metric. Consider the time series, x   x  t  and y   y  k  with a warping path z   zl l 1 is used to
t 1
k 1
satisfy the following three conditions:
a. Boundary condition: between two sequences makes the warping path to start and finish between the
beginning and ending instances with z1= {x(1), y(1)} and zL= {x(I), y(J)}.
b. Continuity condition: restricts the required warping paths if zl= {x(i), y(j)}, then the condition is given as zl-1=
{x(i'), y(j')} with i - i' and j - j' < 1
c. Monotonicity condition: forces the pairs in Z to align themselves in a monotonically spaced environment, if zl
= {x(i), y(j)}, then the condition is given as zl-1 = {x(i'), y(j')} with i - i' and j - j' > 0.
Further, the DTW is given as:
1 L

D DWT  x, y   min   D Euclidean  zl  
 L l 1


1.8

4.3 Change Similarity
The change similarity finds the similarity behaviour between the dynamic temporal data, which significantly
changes its value or state during the period of observation. Certain generative representations like ARMA and
Hidden Markov Model has the ability to acquire the characteristics of such dynamic data.
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Depending on log-likelihood characteristics between the sequences, which is generated from adjacent sequences,
the distance is considered symmetric between the required sequences. The distance between the sequences
T

T

x   x  t t 1 and y   y  t t 1 [24], is given as:
1
1.9
 Lxy  L yx 
2
Instead, the log-likelihood measurement between the distance metric is formulated using:
1  L  Lxx Lxy  Lyy 
1.10
D BP  x, y    xy


2  Lxx
Lyy 
D sym  x , y  

T

Where ,Lxy= log(p(X|y)), and from the y, the sequence y   y  t 

t 1

.

Depending on the log-likelihood distance between the sequences, resultant generator model and another model is
used as a reference point to calculate the Kullback-Leibler distance [23, 24] between the models. This is computed
using single, complete, and average linkage methods [25], given as:



  max  log p  x |    log p  x |   
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2.13

x xCi

Where, x is grouped into Ci, Bxis denoted as the fraction of x, with smallest value log p(x|x), log p(x|y). Hence, the
value of log p(x|x) - log p(x|y) is considered zero, since the boundary is estimated between the i and j clusters.
V. MINING TASK
After suitable representation of the dynamic temporal data in a required type and after defining the similarity
measurement between the sequences, it is better for the study to rely on an algorithm. The algorithm operates
over the temporal data to attain the required task, called as mining operation. Depending upon the different
objectives of the dynamic temporal data [4], the task of mining operation is categorized into five types:
 Prediction task
 Classification task
 Clustering task
 Search and Retrieval task
 Pattern discovery task.
Prediction task: Mining operation requires the use of prediction task to forecast the dynamicity of the temporal
data or its evolution based on time series pattern with past output. Generative model is built to achieve such task
that represents the prediction ability of the temporal data. However, the problem in production task is formulated
using clustering, classification and association.
Classification task: Classification is a typical operation to study the environment based on supervised learning,
however, most classification algorithms is made to adopt with special procedures, since there exist dynamic
change in environment due to the presence of the temporal data. The temporal data classification presents the
data, which belongs to class or category in the data environment. The data is trained in prior with the assigned
training pattern and the classification task determines the respective category or class automatically for the given
datasets.
Clustering task: This task is referred as the collection or a partition of time series data into groups or clusters.
Here, the items within a single group possess similar characteristics. The clustering process undergoes
unsupervised learning pattern and that determines the basic structure of the temporal data, which is hard
visualize. This is because the temporal data possess large voluminous data with very high dimensionality. Hence,
the research on such data is specially paid attention and applying the research over varied applications. The main
constraints associated with clustering includes: Searching the number of inherent clusters and temporal data
grouping using the similarity measurement.
Search and retrieval task: This task detects well the activity of an objective over large sequential databases;
however, it searches for the temporal data, which is an important task in data mining. The rapid growth of
temporal data makes the search and retrieval processes an important one in exploring such large databases e.g.
online media library. However, the main limitation is associated with locating the queries in such archives.
Pattern discovery task: The pattern discovery discovers the exciting patterns that possess periodic and abnormal
temporal data characteristics. The interesting discovery over such patterns is now becoming an important task in
the data mining process.
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This is applicable over any domain, especially, when the domain expert is unavailable, the use of such discovery is
used to complete the entire process. Also, use of algorithm is an important function that discovers well the
interesting pattern for the specified domain. These algorithms do not hold any prior knowledge or any
information in prior. Hence, the present study relies on pattern discovery tasks for predicting the stock market
instances.
VI. NEURAL NETWORK TEMPORAL CLASSIFICATION
The most important algorithm that helps in discovering the pattern using the process of classification is the
artificial neural network algorithm. This algorithm is designed to get trained for recognizing the sequence within a
specified time. This algorithm is associated with the temporal integration process that provides better
implementation with fade memory over each node. Further, the usage of interconnect pattern added with the
neural network improves the ability of the classifying the data instances. The present study utilizes the neural
network to identify the pattern set associated with the temporal integration process, which has the ability to
recognize well the sequence of the associated events. Here, the timing element is used by the nodes that hold the
fading memory. The individual nodes in the network are considered as an individual sequence or event. A positive
excitation signal from the node is send, when the neural network finds the suitable events. The main problem here
is, the node that sends the excitation signal is made partially active, since, the nodes with due respect to the prior
event is active.
Result

Result of other
Temporal module

Excitatory Connection
Inhibitory Connection

R

S2

S

1

S

S

S

3

2

4

SN

Temporal Module

12

M

Input Terminals

Fig 1.1 Temporal Modules for Neural Network [26]
The entire sequence of the events in the neural network is predicted with the integration of temporal activity
associated with the nodes. With the use of required threshold value, the total number of events of the sequences is
found with the use of such network, prior the decision control is made. The addition of temporal integration
process results in a short noise burst, which appears at the input nodes, however, the results of the successful
samples are not affected by such recognition process. The entire process is shown in Figure 1.1.The temporal
neural module consists of sequence of nodes, N that varies from S1 to SN with a result node. The sequences of each
node form excitatory connections between the nodes and that forms a complete forward chain. An inhibitory input
is received by the individual sequence of nodes from the other nodes apart from its upstream neighbour. Finally,
the output is collected from the individual node sequence, which inturn is connected with the result input node
that possesses a static excitatory connection. If the neural network possesses multiple temporal modules, the
output of each node receives the inhibitory inputs within a single module from the output nodes of other modules.
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The recognized events in the neural network should be stored in a temporary location and that should hold
information of an individual event. In temporal recognition module, the timing pattern is formed from the
sequence nodes with the fading memory. Hence, the node activated by the particular event remains active over a
shorter duration, once the input response is removed. With the other active nodes, the node downstream is fired
to form subsequent sequence pattern. Finally, the time flow direction is made active with the excitatory
connections with the inputs given to the system at regular intervals. Once the neural node is activated partially
w.r.t to an event, the excitation form the other nodes is not encouraged. Upon recognizing the perfect sequences of
event, the other nodes send inhibitory signals to the relevant nodes expect the upstream node. Both the excitatory
connection and the inhibitory connections, and with the partial past output, the recognition of the temporal
sequences from the chained node sequence is enable with external inputs from other modules. The nodes are fired
from the left to right location due to use of correct input sequence of events. The correct sequence in the temporal
module is used; at least a sequence of node is made active with the use of such correct sequence. This is proved in
terms of the time constant function w.r.t fading memory, which should be greater than the inter-arrival rate of the
sequence of the input events. This active node sends the positive excitation signal to the result node and that
integrates these signals with a summation factor based on time. The summation node is made active, when the
integral value of the node exceeds the predefined threshold value of the summation factor. Finally, when the
constant integration time factor with threshold value recognizes the total correct input before the firing of the
result nodes [27].
VII. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The problems associated with speech processing technique, motion detection technique and predictive signal
processing technique is that the information contains the temporal pattern sequence. In order to handle static
problem associated with the network, the artificial neural network algorithm is used. The solution that fits the
static problem is achieved using the temporal pattern recognition. The integration of other algorithms with neural
network is carried out, since most of the algorithms fails to identify the temporal data patterns considering buffers
and time delay as an important factor. No proper conventional solutions are available to transform the temporal
data sequence into static patterns that provides indirect time representation. If such solution exists, it leads to
integration of temporal process, which recognizes the sequences of event w.r.t. time. Hence, a solution to such
problem is brought about by the use of hybrid algorithm that integrates neural network with genetic algorithm
and neural network with fuzzy logic to carry out the temporal data sequence. This hybrid solution is encouraged
with timing element that introduces nodes with fading memory. Here, each node in the neural network is
represented as an event and an excitation signal is sent to the nodes. The current node is activated partially, which
represents the past event. The sequences are temporally integrated with the activity of the neural nodes, which
represents the sequence of relevant events. The threshold data determines the total number of events and the
detected sequence before making a better decision. To further, improve the results of real-time data, the hybrid
algorithms combined with temporal objective is used.
7.1 OBJECTIVE OF THE WORK
The main aim of the proposed study is to develop a hybrid temporal model that provides learning pattern for
classifying the temporal data. These results are unusual, which is in contrast with the Hidden Markov Models
(HMM). The system is evaluated in terms of the capabilities of a hybrid learning algorithm, which is applied over
the temporal data. The data involved is in this research e.g. stock market data with more of temporal information
is fed over the hybrid learning algorithm. Hence, the study takes into account the real world dynamic data i.e. stock
market prediction data. Performance of the hybrid algorithm depends entirely on the dynamic data, which is fed
into the system. The data fitting is an important concern, to find, analyse and predict the future instance. Hence,
the difficulty in making a hybrid algorithm to fit the dynamic data is increasing, however, the data fits in better
proportion over the expert system. An expensive research is required to build the required module for data preprocessing, analyzing and prediction. Also comparing such systems’ performance with the conventional schemes is
required to prove its effectiveness. The study aims at developing a most generic artificial neural network hybrid
algorithm, which predicts well the stock market data without the knowledge of past outputs. Hence, the end user
does not trouble the recognition system and that is regarded as the virtues of soft computing tools. The main
objectives of the proposed techniques are stated as follows:
1.
2.
3.

To encompass the temporal pattern recognition through various stages that evolves over time: modeling,
recognition, classification, pattern generation, analysis and prediction.
To strongly develop an interpretation, extraction and prediction of stock market data using temporal data
patterns for better decision making.
To carry out powerful analysis over real time dynamic data that changes w.r.t time. The information is stored
in files, repositories and databases of stock market.
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4.

To develop a dynamic technique that performs temporal pattern recognition using hybrid meta-heuristic
models. This involves developing and combining two major algorithms and use it for predicting the stock
market data.
5. To develop a hybrid model that involves combination of neural network with genetic algorithm that ensures
better generalization capability and optimization on predicting the temporal data.
6. To develop a hybrid model that involves combination of neural network with Fuzzy system that ensures
better adaptation and greater efficiency over the temporal data.
7. To implement a fine tune strategies for evaluating the stock market data for predicting the future changes in
stock market and evaluating the accuracy of testing hybrid models.
7.2 CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE WORK
The contributions of the proposed study involve the use of hybrid approach over real time data, which is briefed as
follows:
1. The system is designed to undergo the certain stages for processing the temporal data, which provides
effective results in predicting the future outcomes of the stock market data. This involves: data preprocessing
that fits with the hybrid neural network model, detection of relevant data as per the current instances,
recognition module for predicting the future instances and decision modules for accurate prediction.
2. A hybrid neural network model is developed, which combines the use of artificial neural network (ANN)
algorithm with genetic algorithm. Genetic algorithm is used in finding the parameters using its chromosome
pattern. Here, the neural network is made to adapt with the genetic algorithm, which fits accurately with the
stock market data. Hence, the over-fitting problem is eliminated, which arises in the presence of noise. Also,
genetic algorithm is made to perform more local search in the temporal data and the ANN performs the
global data search with back-propagation. The module is shown in Figure 1.2.
Generation of Initial Individuals

Generation of Neural Network

Training of nodes

Evaluating of nodes

Ranking

Selection

Crossover

Mutation

Figure 1.2: Genetic Algorithm with ANN
3.

4.

Another, hybrid model is developed with the help of ANN with Fuzzy logic system. Here, the rules are
defined in the interference engine to carry out the process of prediction. The ANN is mainly responsible for
handling the data for processing and fuzzy logic maintains the reasoning task with the defined rules. The
modifications are done to handle the dynamic change and prediction of the stock market data.
Finally, a comparisons is made between the proposed hybrid models using the evaluation sets that includes
mean absolute deviation, mean squared error, mean absolute percentage error and root mean squared
error are calculated to find the accuracy of the hybrid models. Thereby, maintain low false positive ratio of
the given stock market inputs using the proposed algorithms.
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Artificial Neural Network
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Defuzzification

Weighted Average Prediction

Compare with the present value

Performance Evaluation

Figure 1.2: Fuzzy Logic with ANN
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